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Testimonials ArtC TV Show

“I would tell them that the show was AMAZING!”
Keith Hollis, jazz drummer

“Bill Horin has proven himself to be not only a participant, but also a great advocate for the
arts community of South Jersey. The ArtC television show provided a fantastic platform for
artists and arts organizations to share their passions and market their work. The show is
sorely missed!”
Phylllis Papa, founder & artistic director Atlantic City Ballet

“It highlights the artistic talents that are mostly unknown to the general public. It is
important to celebrate the quality of the arts in our area.”
Dorrie Papademetriou, mosaic artist, founder/director MudGirls

"ArtC provides an opportunity for artists to cultivate much needed future patrons by allowing
artists to freely describe and analyze their artistic point of view within a comfortable
environment, and with Bill's video magic, the work is portrayed authentically through
stunning visuals. The online and television broadcast of ArtC is much needed. Where else can
artists tell their stories?"
Diane Roberts, artist & executive director of the Riverfront Renaissance Center for the Arts

ArtC’s television show is an important cultural resource for southern New Jersey. Its host, Bill
Horin, through engaging interviews and great video presentations provides educational and
entertaining insights into the artists and organizations that make up our vibrant regional arts
and cultural community. It’s a gem, and a great asset to our area.
Barry Taylor, retired president, WheatonArts / former president and board member, ArtPrideNJ

“Great outreach, really well-informed and prepared host, unique topics and fun!”
Karen Chigounis, executive director, Perkins Center for the Arts
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“I was so surprised at the positive response and the number of emails I received. Had no idea
the show has so many viewers.”
Bobbi Berg, oil painter

“Bill Horin puts his heart and soul into telling the stories of folks who define the arts of South
Jersey. He has a natural yet sophisticated way in telling the stories of what make these
artists special. He captivates the interest of not only the expert, but also the novice.”
Ken Pustizzi , SNJ Today Founder

“ArtC is a compelling and insightful show that sheds light on to the art field, the artists, and
invites people to learn about New Jersey's thriving art scene.”
Ted Walsh, oil painter, graduate PAFA

“That was great. Would love to go back. Bill is kind and smart. He is the Charlie Rose of South
Jersey.”
Denis DiBlasio, executive Director of the Maynard Ferguson Institute of Jazz at Rowan University
& a saxophonist, composer

“This is a very professional show on every level that reaches an audience that is dedicated to
supporting the arts and culture in South Jersey in every way.”
Molly Carpenter, sculptress

“ArtC shines a much needed spotlight on the diverse and vibrant South Jersey art scene. Bill
Horin is a thoughtful and entertaining host as well as an advocate for local artists. This
program brings a fresh new perspective to arts programming in NJ.”
Erin Daniels, artist & art consultant

“The ArtC Show is an excellent, and much needed venue for artists to talk about their work
and promote the arts in South Jersey.”
Charles Branigan, digital & found object artist
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“This is the only show of its kind in the region. It is diverse, covering all aspects of art. The
interviews are always interesting and informative. I tune in every time.”
Katherine Stanek, sculptress, owner Stanek Gallery

“There is a great interest and need for the arts in South Jersey. This show is the beginning of a
movement to enlarge the awareness for the arts in this area.”
Albert Horner, fine art photographer, advocate for Pinelands Preservation

“There really isn’t too much in the media landscape today that serves simply to highlight and
positively expose the arts community. ArtC with Bill Horin is just such a program. Eclectic,
engaging, and compelling, Bill’s program showcases the extraordinary depth of talent
represented in the South Jersey arts community. It’s a treasure that shouldn’t be overlooked.”
David Todd McCarty, publisher, The Standard

“I feel like a big part of the audience are people who love art, so if you are trying to reach that
demographic - ArtC is the place.”
David Macomber, painter, graphic designer, vlogger

“This is what South Jersey needs. It is a great show highlighting the local arts.”
John Gowdy, world champion sand sculptor

“This is a very engaging and informative way to learn about the extraordinary talent in the
region.”
Michelle Post, sculptress, mixed media artist

“It is of a quality usually found on public television. The audience is very discerning in its
artistic tastes. High class.”
Paul Somers, music reviewer, podcaster
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“ArtC introduces south jersey to the local artists, their work and upcoming events and
projects. There is a wealth of diverse culture and skilled artists in our region which no one
would know about if it wasn't for your show. As an artist, being on the show has given me
exposure that I would never have experienced otherwise.”
Pat Worley, fine art photographer, director Medford Art Center

“Wonderful show, wonderful host, a real service to the community!”
John Thornton, independent filmmaker, retired art professor

“Very Professional - more response than I expected from this show.”
Linda Cashan, owner Casciano Coffee Bar & Sweetery, art curator

This is an important show to reach a demographic with disposable income.
Roy Steinberg, executive director Cape May Stage

“Yes!! Love the show…Wish I got it here in Medford.”
Diane Emerson, ceramist, art teacher

“South Jersey NEEDS ArtC and other shows like it! Bill Horin is the consummate host professional, well-informed and his show serves as a much needed platform to showcase the
area’s stellar talents in all realms of the arts and entertainment community.”
Melanie Rice, singer & owner Melanie Rice Entertainment

“ArtC is the type of show you typically see broadcast from large metropolitan
communities. Bill Horin has given so many the opportunity to become better connected to the
arts and the artists of South Jersey. A committed artist himself, Bill knows the right questions
and discussions to have.”
Chris Orazi, music producer, owner C.A.S. Productions
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“Bill does a great job at making the interviewee comfortable and chooses interesting topics
that show interesting good news to viewers inundated with the current state of bad news all
the time.”
Joanie San Chirico, environmental artist, activist

“The show is a wonderful representation of the arts in southern NJ and beyond.
Sharon Kiefer, executive director of Gallery 50, Inc

“The show is very informative and is a genuinely positive attribute to the arts and culture in
our area.”
Dan Barry, professional musician/songwriter

“Great outlet and promotions for all forms of art in New Jersey. ArtC is doing a wonderful
job.”
Victor Grasso, painter/curator

“I have watched quite a few of them, and it helps to see what a well-rounded arts community
we have.”
Terri Amig, oil painter

“Very positive and very available with link. My adult children in Portland Oregon loved it.”
Maryann Cannon , artist, owner La Bottega of Art

“Bill is a fantastic voice for South Jersey Arts.”
Matt Daniels, artist & art teacher

“It is very professionally done. Bill and crew make you very comfortable and communicate
every step of the process. And it was really fun!”
Jackie Sandro, ceramist, director Cumberland County College Arts & Innovation Center
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“Bill provides an insight of making Art unique to each individual artist. People find that
informative yet very interesting.”
Marie Natale, watercolorist & art teacher

“Bill Horin keeps southern New Jersey informed about the arts in the region. I try never to
miss his show! It's very well done and always a pleasure to watch. An important resource!”
Frank Kallop, artist and professor of art at Stockton University

“Awesome show portraying the artists in our area. Bill Horin made you feel comfortable and
well prepared.”
Holly Horner, fine art photographer

“As a local artist I'm a big fan of ArtC, and Bill Horin's work on the ArtC TV show. I have
thoroughly enjoyed the episodes interviewing some of the exciting artists in our area. I have
spent countless hours in William Ris Gallery and other locations staring at these artists’
works, enjoying every brush stroke and color, but through ArtC's interviews I have gotten to
know the artists more personally, which is very intriguing and educational. This show should
be considered an invaluable asset.”
Ivy Wilson, artist

The ArtC TV program should be supported with every dollar New Jersey can provide. It is a
valuable addition to our community with its broad base, featuring artists and other
individuals involved in the arts. It proved to be dynamic, current, very interesting… and a
welcome change from the general drivel that is presented regionally re the Artistic
Community. Bill Horin is a terrific interviewer, questioning guests with sensitivity and a
genuine curiosity. I am not a regular TV viewer but I made it a point to tune into the show.
Susan Zipper, artist /curator

“A wonderful experience! Bill really preps his guests and knows where to go with the
questioning. A terrific platform for the artists, musicians and creative talent of South Jersey.”
Judy Saylor Maddox Allison, artist & gallery owner Nashville North Studios
Jim Allison, singer/songwriter & music producer Nashville North Studios
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"This show highlights artists and it is very professionally done and impactful for the
community of creators in South Jersey. Bill and his team are dedicated to their purpose in
shining a light on artists of all mediums. Thankful for the exposure!"
Nastassia Davis, fine art photographer

“Bill will make you feel relaxed, prepared, and confident before taping begins.”

Dave Woeller, fine art photographer

“ArtC is a very well-produced and entertaining program featuring artists from South Jersey
and their works. The show is hosted by Bill Horin (an acclaimed visual artist himself), who
manages to engage not only an art friendly audience but a general entertainment seeking
audience as well. My wife & I watch every week”
John McCormick, SNJ Today

“Southern New Jersey is blessed with a vibrant and talented cadre of professional artists.
What the region lacks, however, is a reliable means to draw media attention to those artists.
ArtC TV fulfills that mission, passionately and professionally.”
Sal Emma, writer

